
This week in Animal Behaviour

Lecture 22: Cooperation

Lecture 23: Foraging

Lecture 24: TBA

Text chapters 10-11

LAB: Project 2 proposal seminars

Midterm 2 on Tuesday Nov. 8

Foraging

1. Models of foraging behaviour

• Optimal foraging theory: choosing what to eat

• Marginal value theorem: when/where decisions

2. Departures from optimality?

3. Case studies: going beyond the basic models

• Patterns of movement during foraging

• Game theory and foraging strategies

Do animals choose their food?
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How do animals choose?

Optimal foraging theory

Decision: strategy available to the animal

Currency: criterion used to compare the value of 
different decisions

Constraints: limits on behaviour (nutritional, 
physiological, sensory, etc.)



Assumptions of OFT

• value of prey can be measured in 
standard currency

• foragers can’t simultaneously handle 
one item and search for another

• prey are recognized instantly and 
accurately

• prey are encountered sequentially

• foragers maximize rate of energy 
intake

OFT: the parameters

ei = energy provided by prey type i

hi = handling time for prey type i

λi = encounter rate of prey type i

Ts = searching time

E = total energy from prey type i

T = total time

OFT: the model
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ei = energy provided by prey type i
hi = handling time for prey type i
λi = encounter rate of prey type i
Ts = searching time

E = total energy from prey type i
T = total time

Modelling the decision
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ei = energy provided by prey type i
hi = handling time for prey type i
λi = encounter rate of prey type i
Ts = searching time

E = total energy from prey type i
T = total time



Epic meal time Great tits are a reasonable fit

Crows and prey profitability

Crows eat whelks (sea snails) and open 
them by dropping

• they prefer large whelks and drop them 
from about 5 m; is this optimal behaviour? 

• this was tested by dropping whelks from 
various heights until they opened
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Crows and prey profitability

• larger whelks required fewer 
drops than smaller ones 
• drops > 5m did not improve 
probability of breakage
• minimum energy expenditure 
predicted by model is ~5.6 m
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Crows and prey profitability

drop height (m)
avg. # drops

to break shell

! 2! 55! 110

! 3! 13! 39

! 5! 6! 30

! 7! 5! 35

! 15! 4! 60

total flight height
(# drops ! height /drop)

height that 
minimizes costs

• larger whelks required fewer 
drops than smaller ones 
• drops > 5m did not improve 
probability of breakage
• minimum energy expenditure 
predicted by model is ~5.6 m

Oystercatchers and profitability

Oystercatchers have many types of 
prey available but only take mussels 
of a certain size (~38mm).

Is this optimal?

mussel length (mm)
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Oystercatchers and profitability

mussel length (mm)
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Model A: assumes that only food value, time & effort are 
important... and incorrectly predicts preference larger mussels

Model B: incorporates the 
fact that some large mussels 
have to be abandoned... and 
predicts preference for 
~50mm mussels

Model C: (not shown) 
incorporates fact that 
barnacles make some mussels 
impossible to open (and makes 
the best prediction)

How should a horse run?

The Horse in Motion, Eadweard Muybridge



Optimal horses?

red: trotting
blue: galloping

Marginal value theorem

MVT is OFT expanded to predict decisions about 
foraging time in different patches:

• stay and exploit current patch longer?

• leave current patch and search for new patch?

Marginal value theorem Marginal value theorem

Assumptions:
• organisms try to maximize 
energy intake per unit time 
• foraging efficiency = slope 
[# prey divided by total time]

 total time = travel time + searching/foraging time
• travel time depends on spacing between patches
• a patch will yield diminishing returns over time

optimal “giving up time”



Marginal value theorem

MVT can be used to predict time spent in a given patch

Marginal value theorem

MVT can be used to predict time spent in a given patch

Tnew

Marginal value theorem

MVT can be used to predict time spent in a given patch

Tnew

Great tits fit MVT, too



MVT can predict load size

Example: European starlings feeding offspring

MVT and predation trade-offs

Other considerations affect optimality, 
like the probability of being eaten

Example: skinks forage more 
cautiously in snake-scented areas

Do we have the right currency?
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MVT and predation trade-offs

Example: leaf-cutter ants

Larger ants would do a better job at foraging for the 
colony during the day, but they are attacked by parasitoid 
flies

Are there additional constraints?

ant head width (mm)
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Models may not fit perfectly

Assumptions must be 
examined:

• Do we have the correct 
choice of currency?

• Are there additional 
constraints that were 
overlooked?

In addition, animals do not 
have perfect knowledge; they 
have to sample the 
environment.



Movement during foragingMovement during foraging Drunken walks or Lévy flights?

a Lévy flighta drunkard’s walk

Albatrosses do not Lévy But sharks do...

...and open ocean predators can switch between Lévy 
and random Brownian motion, depending on the habitat.



What about the competition?

Game theory and foraging

• conditional strategies: optimal foraging behavoiur 
may vary depending on individual condition

Example: dominant and subordinate sandpipers forage in 
different areas

dominance status
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What about the competition?

Game theory and foraging

• conditional strategies: optimal foraging behavoiur 
may vary depending on individual condition

• efficiency: can depend on what others are doing

Example: hunting own food vs. stealing from others... 
what happens if stealing becomes very common? 

Negative frequency-dependence

25% stealers
• stealers do well, population 
moves towards more stealers 
(and fewer hunters)

frequency of the fish-stealing genotype
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50% stealers
• stealers do poorly, population 
moves towards fewer stealers 
(and more hunters)

= mixed strategy equilibrium

Payoff for each tactic depends on 
population frequency

37% stealers
• both types do equally well and population 
is at equilibrium

Example: scale eating fish (Perissodus) are left- or right-jawed

• population fluctuates around 50:50

• cost of being common type is that larger host fish learn which 
side to protect

Negative frequency-dependence
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right-jawed attack 
from the left

left-jawed attack 
from the right



Exploiting the success of others

Information centre hypothesis
1. organisms living in groups can benefit from 
observing successful foragers
2. Ward and Zahavi (1973) argued that this was 
the primary reason for the evolution of 
communal roosting behaviour

time to capture alewife (min)
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green = naive ospreys
purple = informed ospreys

orientation of departing birds

when no 
bird returns 
with prey...

when an osprey 
returns with an 

alewife...

Evidence for (2) is limited, but many 
animals do use public information when 

foraging (e.g. ospreys).

Summary

• Optimality models test whether we have correctly 
identified the conditions and parameters that have 
shaped the evolution of a particular trait.

• They do not test whether evolution has shaped 
behaviour perfectly.

• Models have underlying assumptions that we must be 
aware of and examine carefully.


